In our previous study, we introduced stable specification search for cross-sectional data (S3C). It is an exploratory causal method that combines the concept of stability selection and multi-objective optimization to search for stable and parsimonious causal structures across the entire range of model complexities. S3C, however, is designed to model causal relations among observed variables. In this study, we extended S3C to S3C-Latent, to model linear causal relations between latent variables that are measured through observed proxies. We evaluated S3C-Latent on simulated data and compared the results to those of PC-MIMBuild, an extension of the PC algorithm, the state-of-the-art causal discovery method. The comparison shows that S3C-Latent achieved better performance. We also applied S3C-Latent to real-world data of children with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder and data about measuring mental abilities among pupils. The results are consistent with those of previous studies.
INTRODUCTION
In many empirical sciences, it is of great interest to identify causal relationships among entities that are not measured directly. Such entities are called latent variables or factors. A latent variable is typically used to represent a rather general concept that influences multiple measured or observed variables (proxies) obtained from, for example, a questionnaire designed by experts in the field [57] . An example from psychometrics is the fatigue catastrophizing scale (FCS) [28] , which is used to assess a patient's tendency of catastrophizing, a cognitive process characterized by a lack of confidence and an expectation of negative outcomes [62] , as a response of experiencing fatigue. It is a 10-item scale, and each item therein, e.g., "I find myself expecting the worst when I am fatigued," is rated on 5-point scales (1 means never true and 5 means all of the time true).
Domains involving both observed and latent variables can be modeled using a structural equation model (SEM) with latent variables (also called a general SEM in Bollen [4] ), which can be divided into two main components: the measurement model and the structural model. The measurement model captures relationships between the latent variables and their corresponding observed variables, often called indicators. The structural model represents relationships among latent variables. A few approaches have been developed to discover the measurement model, such as factor analysis or a more advanced alternative introduced by Silva et al. [57] . Recently, a new method has been introduced to model causal relations between latent variables in the structural model [10] . Some other methods have been developed to model causal relations among latent and observed variables in one model, without separating them into structural and measurement models. See, e.g., the constraint-based methods [17, 27, 56] or the hybrid (of a score-based and a constraint-based) approach [48] .
To estimate underlying causal mechanisms is, however, a complex problem. First, given p variables in the data, there will be 3 p (p−1)/2 possible recursive structural models (described in Section 2.1) [24] . Thus, even a modest number of variables implies an immense number of possible models. A typical SEM procedure starts with a hypothesized model, scores the model, and realizes a few model refinements (often called a specification search) to improve the score [36] , resulting in only a small number of model evaluations. The term "score" here refers to an evaluation of a model, which is in the literature typically indicated by fit indices [4] . Such a specification search is not intended to infer causal structures, but rather to detect and correct specification error between a proposed and the true model [40] . Furthermore, in some domains, such as the clinical domain, especially when related to rare diseases, a hypothesis is not always available or hard to propose. Considering the immense number of possible models, a more exploratory approach could be an alternative. Second, model estimation is known to be notoriously unstable. That is, a slight fluctuation in the data can lead to a considerable change in the final model. This means that typical approaches in literature, that are based solely on a single run of estimation and do not take into account the variability of data, cannot robustly estimate a causal model.
There exist several exploratory specification search approaches in the literature, for instance, studies by Marcoulides et al. [43] and Marcoulides and Drezner [41, 42] . Those studies are, however, based on the optimization of a single objective and do not take into account the instability problem. In Rahmadi et al. [51] , therefore, we introduced stable specification search for crosssectional data (S3C), an exploratory score-based causal discovery method that combines the concept of multi-objective optimization and stability selection to resolve the problems of an immense number of possible models and the inherent instability in model estimation. S3C models linear causal relations among observed variables and thus uses a (non-general) linear SEM with only observed variables. In the present study, we extend S3C to S3C-Latent to model linear causal relations among latent variables and use the general linear SEM representation. The general linear SEM representation is commonly used in typical applications, such as sociology, psychology, or medicine. In those domains, however, the causal interpretation of SEMs is often ignored or not even mentioned as explained in Pearl [50] . In order to introduce our method to interested readers from such domains, we use this general SEM representation. S3C-Latent, in particular, focuses on searching for causal relations on the structural model and, therefore, restricts the assumption on the measurement model such that it is given, i.e., the indicators for each latent variable are known, and pure [57] , i.e., not allowing cross-loading indicators. In addition, we also allow demographic variables such as gender and age to be included in the structural model.
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The main contributions of S3C-Latent are:
(1) S3C-Latent is an exploratory score-based causal method that employs multi-objective optimization and stability selection to find robust (stable and parsimonious) causal relations among latent variables in the structural model. Moreover, S3C-Latent allows for incorporation of prior knowledge. (2) S3C-Latent can be seen as a general framework where other causal methods with their original model representations and estimations, e.g., nonlinearity, non-Gaussianity, can be plugged in. Note that the multi-objective optimization and the stability selection part are independent of the model representation and estimation. (3) We conduct a comprehensive simulation study with different settings to represent various real-world problems. We also realize applications to real-world data about attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and data about factor patterns for mental abilities among groups of pupils. (4) We implement S3C-Latent as an R package, which is accessible and can be modified as necessary to follow specific problems.
Our goal is also to show that a more exploratory approach should be considered as an alternative to resolve the problem of an immense number of possible models. Therefore, we compare the performance of S3C-Latent with a non-explorative causal discovery method. We consider a method called PC-MIMBuild [57] for comparison, an extension of the constraint-based PC algorithm [61] , a state-of-the-art causal discovery algorithm. For a recent and comprehensive comparison between constraint-based, score-based, and hybrid causal discovery methods, readers are referred to Scutari et al. [55] . The results demonstrate that S3C-Latent performs better. We further apply S3C-Latent to real-world data from different domains, and the results are consistent with those of earlier studies.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes SEMs with latent variables and the S3C procedure. Section 3 introduces the proposed method, S3C-Latent. Section 4 reports and discusses the results on simulated and real-world data. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions of this study.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Structural Equation Model with Latent Variables
2.1.1 Representation. We use a representation of a linear SEM with latent variables as described in Bollen [4] and Jöreskog [30] . The SEM consists of the structural model that represents causal relationships among latent variables and the measurement model that represents relationships from latent to observed variables. In the literature, the latent variable is often called a factor, and the observed variable is often called an indicator, a manifest, or a proxy. In this article, we use those terms interchangeably. The structural model reads
where η is an m × 1 vector of latent endogenous (effect) variables, ξ is an n × 1 vector of latent exogenous (cause) variables, ζ is an m × 1 vector of disturbances on η, B is an m × m matrix of coefficients among η, and Γ is an m × n matrix of coefficients among ξ . In addition, Φ and Ψ denote the covariance matrices of ξ and of ζ , respectively. We assume that E(η) = E(ξ ) = E(ζ ) = 0, ξ uncorrelated with ζ , and that (I − B) is nonsingular. In this study, we assume a recursive structural model without reciprocal causal relations. Such a model can be represented using a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [60] . A DAG is a graph with a set of nodes V and a set of directed edges E, in which no directed cycles (reciprocal) relations. The measurement model represents influences from η to its observed variables, an r × 1 vector x, and from ζ to its observed variables, a q × 1 vector y. The measurement model reads Fig. 1 . An example of a SEM with three latent variables ξ 1 (with x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 as indicators and their corresponding factor loadings λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 ), ξ 2 (with x 4 , x 5 , and x 6 as indicators and their corresponding factor loadings λ 4 , λ 5 , and λ 6 ), and η 1 (with y 1 , y 2 , and y 3 as indicators and their corresponding factor loadings λ 7 , λ 8 , and λ 9 ). Moreover, δ 1 to δ 6 and ϵ 1 to ϵ 3 represent the indicator errors.
where the r × n matrix Λ x and q × m matrix Λ y contain the structure coefficients associating latent variables and indicators, and the r × 1 vector δ and q × 1 vector ϵ contain errors on the indicators. In addition, an r × r matrix Θ δ and a q × q matrix Θ ϵ are the covariance matrices of δ and of ϵ, respectively. The indicators in x and y typically represent independent questionnaire items, and thus, no causal relation is assumed among them. Some studies, however, allow for correlated errors in δ or ϵ to represent repeated measures [4] . Let θ be model parameters to estimate, comprising elements from B, Γ, Λ x , Λ y , Φ, Ψ, Θ δ , and Θ ϵ . In general, a SEM procedure estimates a model-implied covariance matrix Σ(θ ) and evaluates how closely it matches the sample covariance matrix S. The Σ(θ ) is a function of model parameters θ through
where Σ yy (θ ) is a covariance matrix of the indicators y, Σ xy (θ ) is a covariance matrix of the indicators x and y, and Σ xx (θ ) is a covariance matrix of the indicators x, each of which is written as a function of the parameters θ . The prime symbol indicates a matrix transpose. Figure 1 shows a SEM with three latent variables, each with three indicators.
Measurement Model with Ordinal Indicators. The SEM with latent variables represented by Equations (1) and (2) assumes normally distributed indicators x and y. Based on Drasgow [16] and Olsson et al. [49] , this model can be extended to ordinal indicatorsx andŷ by discretizing, e.g., x into w categories througĥ
where τ j is threshold, and for convenience, we define τ 0 = −∞ and τ w = +∞. The threshold τ j and the values ofx i j are assumed to be strictly increasing, i.e., τ 1 < τ 2 < · · · < τ w −1 , andx i1 <x i2 < · · · <x iw . There are analogous expressions for discretizing y into w categories. We assume thatx andŷ are proxies of some continuous variables, and therefore use polychoric (between ordinal indicators) and polyserial (in the case of a mixture of continuous and ordinal indicators) correlations [16, 49] to form the matrix S.
Markov Equivalence Class. A structural model represented by a DAG has its corresponding Markov equivalence class or often called a completed partially DAG (CPDAG) [9] . This implies that every probability distribution entailed by a structural model in a particular CPDAG can also be derived by other structural models belonging to the same CPDAG.
Identification and
Estimation. An integral part of our procedure will be the estimation of (the parameters of) SEMs. These parameters can only be estimated when the so-called identification conditions are satisfied. For the SEMs with latent variables that we consider in this article, the following are sufficient identification conditions [4, 33] .
(1) There are at least three or more indicators per latent variable.
(2) Each row of Λ x and Λ y has only one non-zero element, i.e., an indicator cannot load on multiple latent variables (a pure model) [57] . (3) Each latent variable is scaled, e.g., by setting one factor loading λ i j of each latent ζ j to 1. (4) Θ δ is diagonal.
Condition 1 can be relaxed to latent variables with less than three indicators as follows. If there is a latent variable with two indicators, then the latent variable must have a causal relation with other latent variables [4] , where its causal direction can be in either direction. If there is a latent variable with only one indicator, then the corresponding indicator error is set to zero [33] .
Estimation. After a SEM satisfies the identification conditions, its model parameters θ can be estimated through a maximum likelihood procedure, by minimizing a fitting function that readŝ
where p = r + q, which equals the number of observed variables (indicators), and S is the p × p sample covariance matrix of the observed variables. As in Jöreskog [31] , the derivative of F ML is
Stability Selection
Estimating structures, such as graphs or clusters, or variable selection is a notoriously difficult problem, both because of computational aspects (finding the optimal structure can be NP-hard) and because of instability (small changes in the data can lead to completely different optimal structures). An example of a variable selection algorithm is the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [63] , which selects variables related to the target variable by a shrinking (regularization) process through a penalization of some regression coefficients.
In this section, we describe the stability selection [44] , a method for robust estimation of model structure based on subsampling in combination with selection algorithms. More specifically, it applies a variable selection algorithm repeatedly to randomly drawn subsets of half of the original data. At the end, structures or variables are selected if the corresponding occurrences (or the probability of being selected) obtained across the repetitions are above a predetermined threshold. The threshold can be chosen to control the expected number of false positive selections. The subsampling introduces additional noise that tends to break weak relationships and preserves those with a high probability.
In more formal terms, structure estimation intends to infer the set S = {k : β k 0} of non-zero components from noisy observations, where β is a sparse p-dimensional vector that represents, e.g., the linear regression coefficients. Many approaches resolve this problem by minimizing some loss function that is combined with a regularization term to avoid overfitting, e.g., LASSO. Typically the regularization term is parameterized by ω ∈ Ω ⊆ R + where each ω induces an estimated structureŜ ω ⊆ {1, . . . ,p}. The chief aim of structure estimation is to select ω such thatŜ ω is identical to S with high probability. Note that λ is the original symbol used in Meinshausen and Bühlmann [44] to represent the regularization parameter; in this present study, we use ω instead, as λ is already used in Equation (2). In what follows, we give the definition of selection probabilities and stability paths as described in Meinshausen and Bühlmann [44] .
Definition 2.1 (Selection Probabilities).
Let I be a subset of {1, . . . , n} of size n/2 randomly drawn without replacement, K ⊆ {1, . . . ,p}, andŜ ω (I ) be the selected setŜ ω for subset I . The probability of K being in setŜ ω (I ) isΠ
where the probability P * is with respect to the random subsampling and possibly the construction ofŜ ω (I ).
Definition 2.2 (Stability Paths).
For each variable k = 1, . . . ,p the stability path is given by the selection probabilities {Π ω k : ω ∈ Ω}. The selection probability is the probability for each variable to be selected, given a specific data subset and a particular regularization parameter ω. The stability path of a variable is the set of all selection probabilities for the variable.
The traditional approach chooses an individual element from the set of models {Ŝ ω : ω ∈ Ω}. In contrast, stability selection perturbs the data repeatedly and then selects structures that appear in a large fraction of selected sets. In what follows, we give the definition of stable variables as introduced in Meinshausen and Bühlmann [44] .
Definition 2.3 (Stable Variables). The set of stable variables is defined aŝ
where π thr is a cutoff with 0 < π thr < 1.
Based on the definition above, we keep variables with a high selection probability and disregard those with a low selection probability. The threshold π thr is a tuning parameter. Sensible values of this parameter, e.g., π thr ∈ (0.6, 0.9), tend to give similar outcomes.
Multi-objective Optimization
2.3.1 Domination. We intend to search for models that fit the data well and have simple structure. These two objectives are, in fact, often conflicting because a model that fits the data well typically has a complex structure. Such a problem can be resolved with multi-objective optimization. Multi-objective optimization defines optimal solutions in terms of domination. In the context of a minimization problem, i.e., to minimize the objectives, model z 1 dominates model z 2 , if the following conditions are satisfied [13] :
Based on Equation (10), z 1 dominates model z 2 if and only if z 1 is no worse than z 2 in all objectives f i , and z 1 is strictly better than z 2 in at least one objective. Using the domination concept implies that the population of models P can be partitioned into n sets called fronts F 1 , . . . , F n , such that F k dominates F l where 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n and the models within the same front do not dominate each other. F 1 is called the Pareto Front and represents the non-dominated set. Figure 2 illustrates the partitioning of P into fronts.
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm-II. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II or NSGA-II [14] is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). NSGA-II has some characteristic features, e.g., fast non-dominated sorting, that is used to sort models based on the concept of domination, and crowding distance sorting, which is used to sort models based on a distance metric, preserving the diversity among models in the Pareto front. Figure 3 shows the procedure of NSGA-II. The procedure starts by generating a population of models P of size N . Genetic operators (selection, crossover, and mutation) are used to manipulate P, creating new model population Q of size N . Next, P and Q are combined into a model population R of size 2N . The models in R are sorted using the fast non-dominated sorting, resulting in a set of fronts F . In the subsequent iteration, each front in F is sorted using the crowding distance sorting, and then the first N models are selected to creat a new model population P. Note that at t = 0, P is formed through generating N random models that are then sorted with the fast non-dominated sorting.
S3C Procedure
The S3C procedure can be divided into two phases (see Figure 4 ). The search phase explores the model space, looking for the Pareto optimal models. The procedure adopts NSGA-II and is started with randomly generated SEMs that are scored based on two conflicting criteria: model fit and model complexity. In more details, S3C uses the likelihood ratio test statistic [29] (equal to (N − 1)F ML from Equation (6), with N the sample size, which is often denoted χ 2 ) to indicate the model fit, and the number of relations in the model, to indicate the model complexity. These scoring metrics are, however, not inherent to S3C, and can be replaced by different scoring metrics. [14] . P is the current population with size N and is manipulated using the genetic operators to create a new population Q. P and Q are combined, yielding R, which will be sorted using fast non-dominated sorting, resulting in a set of fronts F . Every model in front F n ∈ F will be assigned a so-called crowding distance in order to sort F k . The first N members of F will be selected to be the next population P. The good models are characterized by those that fit the data well and have simple structures. They are selected to be parents to create new SEMs (children) in the next population of models through crossover and mutation. The crossover takes causal structures partly from a parent and partly from another parent and then combines those causal structures into a single causal model. The mutation adds/removes a causal relation between a pair of variables, for example, from X → Y to X and Y with no relation or the other way around. This procedure is repeated many times (inner loop). At the end, the Pareto optimal models are obtained by filtering out those that are dominated by any other model in the population.
On top of the inner loop, we apply stability selection (outer loop). Here, S3C subsamples the data many times without replacement. For each of the subsets, S3C conducts the inner loop, resulting in many Pareto optimal models. From those optimal models, S3C measures the edge and the causal path stability (see the definition of stability graphs below). Note that all of those optimal models are in the form of DAG. In order to measure the edge and the causal path stability, we convert all the DAGs into their corresponding CPDAGs. Moreover, we define two thresholds: π sel and π bic , which correspond to π thr and minimal ω in Meinshausen and Bühlmann [44] , respectively. The π sel is the boundary of selection probability and the π bic is the boundary of complexity used to control overfitting. The π bic is set to the level of model complexity at which the minimum average Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score is found. From the edge and the causal path stability, and based on the aforementioned thresholds, S3C infers stable (i.e., causal relations with edge or causal path stability greater than π sel ) and parsimonious (i.e., causal relations appear in models with complexity lower than π bic ) model structures, called relevant structures.
Finally, the visualization phase visualizes the relevant structures as a causal model with the following steps. First, the nodes are connected based on the relevant edges. Then, these edges are oriented based on prior knowledge (if any). Finally, the rest of the edges are oriented following the relevant causal paths of length one. The resulting graph comprises directed edges and possibly with additional undirected edges. The directed edges represent causal relations and the undirected edges represent strong associations for which the direction is unclear from the data alone. For more details about the S3C procedure, we refer the readers to the original article [51] .
Definition 2.4 (Stability Graphs)
. Let X and Y be two variables and G a multiset (or bag) of CPDAGs. Let G c be the submultiset of G containing all CPDAGs with complexity c. The edge stability for X and Y at complexity c is the number of models in G c for which there exists an edge between X and Y (i.e., X → Y , Y → X , or X − Y ) divided by the total number of models in G c . The causal path stability for X to Y at complexity c is the number of models in G c for which there is a directed path from X to Y (of any length) divided by the total number of models in G c . The terms edge stability graph and causal path stability graph are used to denote the corresponding measures for all variable pairs and all complexity levels. Figure 5 provides pseudocode for S3C. Lines 3-18 represent the outer loop, Lines 6-16 represent the inner loops, and Lines 19-22 compute stability graphs. In particular, the constraint C is to represent the prior knowledge that is described in Section 3.
PROPOSED METHOD
Originally, S3C is designed to model causal relationships among observed variables. In the present study, we extend S3C to S3C-Latent to model causal relationships among latent variables. In particular, we use the representation of SEMs with latent variables as described in Section 2.1. As the basic idea of S3C is to search through many possible models, there is no restriction that forbids a cause ξ i in one model to be an effect η i in another model, and vice versa. The same condition implies to the corresponding indicators, that is, x i in one model can be y i in another model, and vice versa. However, there could be an exemption from this rule if one intends to incorporate prior knowledge.
In practice, prior knowledge on the domain of interest may exist, e.g., results of previous studies that lead to a constraint on a particular causal relation. For example, based on an earlier study on patients with medically unexplained fatigue, it is known that the objective physical activity does not reduce the level of fatigue directly. In terms of a SEM with latent variables, this prior knowledge can be translated into a structural model with no directed edge from latent variable η i (e.g., denoting the objective physical activity) to latent variable η j (e.g., denoting the level of fatigue). Note that a directed path from η i to η j is still allowed, e.g., a path η i → · · · → η j with any latent variables in between. S3C and S3C-Latent allow for the incorporation of such prior knowledge.
Like S3C, to score a SEM, S3C-Latent uses the likelihood ratio test statistic and the number of relations in the structural model (equals to the number of non-zero elements in matrices B and Γ in Equation (1)) to indicate the model complexity. 
S3C-Latent
Let D be the dataset, L = {L 1 , . . . , L n } be a set of n latent variables, Λ be a matrix of factor loadings, and C be prior knowledge. Figure 6 gives pseudocode of the S3C-Latent procedure.
Lines 2 to 13 are to ensure that the model identification conditions described in Section 2.1.2 are fulfilled. In particular, Line 3 checks if there are any latent variables L i ∈ L having less than three indicators. If so, then for each L i , Line 4 is realized or Line 12, otherwise. Line 4 checks whether the number of indicators of L i is 2 or 1. In the case of two indicators, S3C-Latent sets a relation between the latent variable L i and a random latent variable L j ∈ L (i.e., to connect the latent variable L i to a random L j , where L i can be either a cause or an effect), and fixes one of its factor loadings to 1 (Lines 5 and 6). In the case of one indicator, S3C-Latent sets the factor loading of L i to 1 and the indicator error to 0 (Lines 8 and 9). Line 12 is realized when all latent variables have at least three indicators. In this case, one of the factor loadings on each latent variable is set to one. Finally, Line 14 runs S3C on dataset D with information of latent variables from L, satisfying any constraints in C, and fulfilling model identification conditions in I . By satisfying constraints in C (if any), S3C-Latent ensures that all SEMs that are generated and refined are consistent with the prior knowledge stated in C.
We implemented S3C-Latent as an R package and made it available online. 1 All of the source codes are provided, allowing interested users to modify the functionality. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Application to Simulated Data
To simulate different practical cases, we conducted different schemes of simulation by generating data from models with a different number of latent variables, sample sizes, number of indicators, and types of indicators, e.g., continuous and ordinal. All of the R scripts used and the datasets generated for this simulation are available at the same repository of the R package.
Model and Data Generation.
First, we randomly generated structural models of n latent variables by generating DAGs of n nodes with a probability s = 2/(n − 1) when relating a node (latent variable) to another node. Each DAG can be represented as an n × n adjacency matrix A. As the matrix A captures causal relations among latent variables L = {L 1 , . . . , L n }, the matrices B and Γ in Equation (1) are submatrices of A. For each structural model, we then randomly formed two pure measurement models, where one has three to five indicators and the other one has one to four indicators per latent variable. This is realized by generating an h × n random matrix of factor loadings Λ for each structural model, where h is the total number of indicators from n latent variables. The matrices Λ x and Λ y in Equation (2) are submatrices of Λ. With this procedure, we generated 20 SEMs with four and with six latent variables.
Second, we simulated datasets of sizes 400, 1,000, and 2,000 from each SEM with normal distribution, and then created the corresponding ordinal datasets by discretizing the values of the indicators into two to seven ordered categories randomly. Taken together, we simulated 480 datasets on which the performance of S3C-Latent has been evaluated. Table 1 summarizes the schemes of the simulation. Scheme C 3−5 , for example, applied S3C-Latent to the datasets of continuous variables generated from SEMs with three to five indicators per latent variable. Moreover, we also applied PC-MIMBuild [57] on the same datasets, and then compared the results. PC-MIMBuild originates from the PC algorithm [61] , a state-of-the-art causal discovery method.
Parameter Settings.
A parameter setting of S3C-Latent consists of the number of subsets to draw (S), the number of iterations (I), the number of models to evaluate (P), crossover probability (C), and mutation probability (M). Some general guidelines to choose parameters are provided in Grefenstette [23] . For applications to datasets generated from SEMs with four latent variables, we set S = 25, I = 30, P = 50, C = 0.45, and M = 0.01. For applications to datasets generated from SEMs with six latent variables, we used the same parameter setting, except that we set I = 50 and P = 100. For a fair comparison, we also drew 25 subsets in the applications of PC-MIMBuild (similar to that in Ramsey [52] ) and measured the edge and the causal path stability as in S3C-Latent. We administered two different settings of analysis with PC-MIMBuild: the first setting uses a significance level α = 0.01 in testing conditional independence, and the second setting uses α = 0.05. Furthermore, the maximum size of the conditioning sets is infinity.
Evaluation Performance.
We used the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [18] to evaluate the performance of S3C-Latent and of PC-MIMBuild. Here, the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) are computed based on the CPDAG of the true model [9] , while increasing the thresholds of stability. We measured the ROC for both the edge and the causal path stability. For example, a true positive means that a causal path with any length predicted by S3C-Latent or PC-MIMBuild actually exists in the CPDAG of the true model, while a false positive means that the predicted causal path does not exist in the CPDAG of the true model.
Each simulation scheme comprises 20 datasets of sizes 400, 1,000, and 2,000, making it in total 60 datasets. We measured the area under the curve (AUC) of each ROC and then computed the mean of the AUCs that S3C-Latent obtained over 20 datasets (of the same sample size) and compared to that of PC-MIMBuild. In all simulation schemes with four latent variables, S3C-Latent generally achieved higher AUCs than those achieved by PC-MIMBuild with either α = 0.01 or α = 0.05. In a similar trend, S3C-Latent generally obtained higher AUCs than those achieved by PC-MIMBuild with both α values on most simulation schemes with six latent variables. The discrepancy of the results of S3C-Latent and of PC-MIMBuild becomes clearer in the case of continuous indicators. Based on the results on simulations with four and six latent variables, the performance of S3C-Latent seems to be more robust compared to that of PC-MIMBuild across different sample sizes. In particular, for small sample sizes, typical to many real-world applications, S3C Latent appears to be more robust than PC-MIMBuild. In addition, in the case of continuous indicators, PC-MIMBuild with α = 0.05 seems to perform slightly better than PC-MIMBuild with α = 0.01, while in the case of ordinal indicators, PC-MIMBuild with α = 0.01 performs slightly better than PC-MIMBuild with α = 0.05. Figure 13 in Appendix A shows comparisons of S3C-Latent's results in different schemes. As expected, in general, the performance of S3C-Latent on data generated from SEMs with three to five indicators per latent variable is better than that of on data generated from SEMs with one to four indicators per latent variable.
Application to Real-world Data
Often in real-world applications, observed demographic variables are of interest and, therefore, included in the structural model. In such applications, we treat the demographic variables as other latent variables in the structural model, e.g., to be η i or ξ i in Equation (1), except that they do not have indicators as in Equation (2). It is also not necessary for such variables to fulfill the identification condition described in Section 2.1.2. In what follows, we describe applications in which such variables exist. In the first application, we applied S3C-latent to a dataset about ADHD. In the second application, we applied S3C-Latent to a dataset about factor patterns for mental abilities among two groups of pupils.
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder Data.
For the first application, we applied S3C-Latent to a dataset about ADHD that was collected in van Steijn et al. [64] . The dataset comprises observations on the children, among which 236 have ADHD and 406 belong to the control group. From all of the samples, 269 are girls. There are four observed variables: gender, age, verbal intelligence quotient (VIQ), and performance intelligence quotient (PIQ). Moreover, there are 18 questions distributed into three groups to indicate three latent variables, namely, inattention (questions 1-9), hyperactivity (questions 10-14), and impulsivity (questions [15] [16] [17] [18] . We intend to model the causal relations between those four observed and the three latent variables. The missing data, which are assumed to be missing at random (MAR), are about 0.78% and were imputed using expectation maximization (EM) [26] . We combined the imputation with our subsampling, resulting in different imputations across data subsets. The parameter settings of S3C-Latent are S = 100, I = 100, P = 200, C = 0.45, and M = 0.01. We included a prior knowledge that nothing causes gender. Figure 9 depicts the edge and the causal path stability graphs, with the x-axis indicating the model complexity and the y-axis indicating the selection probability. The threshold π sel (horizontal line) is set to 0.6 and indicates that any model structure with selection probability equal to or greater than π sel is considered stable [44] . The threshold π bic (vertical line) is set to the model complexity at which the minimum median of the BIC scores is found [51] , which, in this case, was at 12, indicating that any model structure with model complexity equal to or lesser than π bic is considered simple or parsimonious. Thus, the relevant model structures (stable and parsimonious) are those that pass through the top-left region of the stability graphs. The relevant model structures are then visualized with the steps described in Section 2.4, resulting in the graph shown in Figure 10 . Based on Figure 10 , gender is found to influence inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity. This is in accordance with the studies of Bauermeister et al. [3] , Gaub and Carlson [20] , Gershon [21] , which exhibited that boys with ADHD tend to have higher symptom levels. Meta-analyses in population-based [66] and clinically referred samples [47] suggested that boys are more likely to meet the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) criteria for ADHD than girls.
Discussion on ADHD Result.
VIQ is found associated with inattention and with hyperactivity, and that matches the studies of Andreou et al. [1] and Frazier et al. [19] , who reported that children with ADHD have significantly lower VIQ compared to children without ADHD. The relation between VIQ and PIQ is expected as both constitute an assessment of the subject's intelligence.
The association between inattention and hyperactivity is likely due to the direct causal relations from gender to both variables. A similar relation was found in the studies of Sokolova et al. [58, 59] , which exhibited that inattention influences hyperactivity. S3C-Latent found that the causal path stability from inattention to hyperactivity is about 0.4. Having more samples might increase the stability (e.g., >0.6), so as to justify the same causal direction. The relation between hyperactivity and impulsivity (as also found by Sokolova et al. [59] ) is also likely due to the direct causal relations from gender to both variables. In fact, in most studies hyperactivity and impulsivity are regarded as one combined feature.
The association between inattention and impulsivity possibly follows from the direct relations between inattention and impulsivity with hyperactivity. This association was also indicated by Sokolova et al. [59] . The associations between inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity are sensible as the three constitute the ADHD symptom. In addition, S3L did not find any relation between age with other variables.
Holzinger Data.
For the second application, we considered a well-known dataset in the psychometric domain [25] , obtained from an R package called MBESS 4.4.3 [32] . The aim of the study was to learn factor patterns for mental abilities among two groups of pupils with different biological and cultural backgrounds [54] . For this purpose, 301 students (155 females) from grades 7 and 8 were given 24 tests, measuring spatial, verbal, mental speed, memory, and mathematical ability. More details about the tests can be obtained from the package documentation. Our interest is to model causal relations among those latent variables including gender. We include a prior knowledge that nothing causes gender. We set the S3C-Latent parameters S = 100, I = 80, P = 150, C = 0.45, and M = 0.01. Figure 11 displays the edge and the causal path stability graphs. We set π sel = 0.6 and found that π bic = 11 (cf. Section 4.2.2). The relevant model structures are visualized with the steps described in Section 2.4, resulting in the model shown in Figure 12 .
Discussion on Holzinger Result.
Based on Figure 12 , we see that gender influences spatial, mental speed, and memory ability. The causal relation from gender to spatial ability matches the meta-analysis of Linn and Petersen [35] that indicated that males tend to perform better than females in specific types of spatial ability. The causal relation from gender to memory is in agreement with the results of Cattaneo et al. [8] and Longman et al. [37] , which exhibited gender differences in favor of males on object and word location memory, and working memory index, respectively. Gender was also found to influence the mental speed, as indicated by the study of Der and Deary [15] that pointed out a male advantage in reaction times using various measures.
It was also found that mathematical ability affects spatial ability. Previous studies indicated the association between the two [5, 7, 53] . Other studies emphasized that mathematics is one of the concepts that is mentally represented in a spatial format [2, 34] . Moreover, the study by Mix et al. [46] detailed specific mathematical tasks that predicts the most variance in the spatial ability of children aged 5 to 13. All edges, except the factor loadings, are annotated with a reliability score, i.e., the highest selection probability an edge has across the relevant region of the edge stability graph. In addition, all arrows are annotated with an estimate of the total causal effect (see Appendix B for more detail). For example, 0.62/0.017 indicates a reliability score of 0.62 and a total causal effect of 0.017.
All latent variables seem to be associated directly or indirectly. This might stem from some items on different latent variables that are possibly overlapping, for example, arithmetic (mathematical ability) and addition tasks (mental speed). That being said, previous studies [6, 11, 12, 38, 45, 65] indicated and discussed most of the associations.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It is often of great interest in many fields such as sociology, psychology, and medicine to model causal relationship among latent constructs that are indicated through observed proxies. In the present study, we extended S3C to S3C-Latent to model causal relations among latent variables. The chief aim of S3C-Latent is to resolve the problems of the inherent instability in model estimation and the immense number of possible models. To realize that, S3C-Latent recasts the concept of stability selection into a multi-objective optimization problem, and jointly optimizes across the whole range of model complexities, resulting in Pareto optimal models. One also can see S3C-Latent as a general framework that can be integrated with other causal discovery methods for latent variables without altering their original assumptions. In principle, it can be realized by running a causal discovery method on different data subsets and then measuring the same edge and causal path stability based on the inferred models.
We compared the results of S3C-Latent to those of PC-MIMBuild on simulated data generated with different schemes, varying the number of latent variables, sample size, number of indicators, and types of indicators (continuous and ordinal). We administered two different values of α for PC-MIMBuild testing the conditional independence. The comparison showed that S3C-Latent performs better than PC-MIMBuild with both values of α. Moreover, we applied S3C-Latent to realworld ADHD and Holzinger datasets. In general, the results are consistent with those of earlier studies.
The current version of S3C-Latent, however, is designed for cross-sectional data, assumes no reciprocal causal relation, and cannot handle missing values other than through imputation prior to application. Thus, future work should consider extensions to longitudinal data, reciprocal causal relations, and a more sophisticated way of handling missing values. Fig. 13 . Comparison between the mean AUC obtained by S3C-Latent on the data generated from SEMs with 3 to 5 indicators per latent variable to those obtained on data generated from SEMs with 1 to 4 indicators per latent variable. The plots in the top panel are results of simulation on the data generated from SEMs of 4 latent variables and those in the bottom panel are results of simulation on the datasets generated from SEMs of 6 latent variables.
APPENDICES A COMPARISON OF S3C-LATENT RESULTS
B CAUSAL EFFECT ESTIMATION
The procedure originates from the IDA method [39] . Let G = {G 1 , . . . ,G m } be a CPDAG to which m DAGs belong to. For each DAG G j , IDA administers intervention calculus [50] to obtain multisets Θ i = {θ i j } j ∈1, ... ,m , i = 1, . . . ,p, where p is the number of covariates. In particular, θ i j defines the possible causal effect of X i on Y in graph G j . Assuming that the data have been drawn from a linear Gaussian model, the causal effects of X i on Y can be estimated through a regression of Y on X i and its parents. Note that the possible causal effect θ i j can be direct, indirect, or the addition of both effects, depending on the structure of G j .
As S3C and S3C-Latent result in many CPDAGs representing optimal models, we extend IDA as follows. We particularly use G π bic , the CPDAGs of all optimal models with complexity equal to π bic . For each CPDAG G ∈ G π bic , we compute the possible causal effects of each relevant causal path, e.g., X on Y , obtaining estimates Θ kl X →Y , k ∈ 1, . . . , N , l ∈ 1, . . . , Q, where N is the number of data subsets, and Q is the number of CPDAGs belonging to G π bic . We then concatenate all causal effect estimates in Θ kl X →Y into a single multiset Θ X →Y . Finally, we use the medianΘ X →Y to represent the estimated total causal effects from X to Y . In the case both X and Y are continuous,Θ X →Y is standardized viaΘ X →Y × σ X /σ Y , where σ X and σ Y are the standard deviations of the covariate and the response, respectively.
In order to estimate causal effect from a SEM with latent variables, we need to sample data from the latent variables. The steps to sample from latent variables are described in Appendix C.
C SAMPLING FROM LATENT VARIABLES
In what follows, we describe the steps for the sampling. Suppose we are given a measurement model that reads
where η is a vector of latent (for simplicity, can be either endogenous or exogenous) variables, Λ is a matrix of factor loadings, x is a vector of indicators, ϵ contains errors of the indicators, and Θ is a covariance matrix of ϵ and is diagonal. Following Ghahramani and Hinton [22] , given Λ and Θ, the expected value of latent variables η can be computed via the linear projection:
with β ≡ Λ (Θ + ΛΛ ) −1 , and the variance of η can be computed through
We can then sampleη ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ), where μ is the mean of vector E(η|x ) and σ 2 = Var(η|x ).
